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Abstract: The hearing aid system is used for hearing impair patient communication, but the hearing aid's main issues are improper communication, power dissipation, delay, matching error, and low complexity. Many existing filter bank techniques are developed to overcome these issues but still have the problem of delay, unwanted noise, etc. This paper has designed a Tuned Feed forward Variable Bandwidth Filter (TFVBF) to enhance the Hearing Aid System (HAS) by reducing unwanted noise, matching error, and complexity. Moreover, the developed technique is implemented in MATLAB and it achieve low rate in power consumption and delay. Thus, the gained performance metrics has enhanced the HAS's performance by reducing, unwanted noise, matching error, and complexity. Finally, the attained performance metrics of the developed technique using 50 bands are compared with existing replicas in terms of matching error, delay, power consumption, and complexity for checking the effectiveness of developed replica.
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1. Introduction

Signal processing is the subfield of electrical engineering, and it is mainly focused on modifying, analyzing, and synthesizing signals in terms of images, sounds, and scientific calculations [1, 2]. Moreover, signal processing methods are used for enhancing transmission, quality, storage efficiency, and highlight or detect the interest components of the calculated signal [3]. Additionally, signal processing contains frequency domain, time domain, and complex frequency domain. The signal processing categories are analog, discrete-time, nonlinear, and digital, continuous [4, 5]. Some application of signal processing is video processing, array processing, image processing, feature extraction, wireless communication, audio signal processing and so on [6]. The architecture of signal processing has illustrated in Fig. 1 [7]. One of the most wanted signal processing applications is the HAS it will use by the hearing-damaged user for communication [8].

Moreover, HAS is the most common research through the manufacture of Hearing Aid (HA) at a proprietary system [9]. Providing open tools in HA is the biggest barrier for signal processing [10]. In addition, the platform of software is developed to enhance the HAS [11]. It will provide a complete set of HA signal processing and enable researchers to perform offline processing with less delay and significant processing power [12]. The advantage of developed HAS is that it will run a large range of hardware and perform better in battery power, efficient power, delay, and headless [13, 14]. The main aim of the HA is for improving speech by understanding certain individuals of hearing impair patients [15]. As well, digital HA is more complex because it will collect the sound and converted it into digital signals, and the digital signals are transferred to the computer chip of the hearing aid...
Then it will convert into acoustic sound, but the issues of HAS are noise, improper communication, complexity, delay, power dissipation, and so on [17].

As a result, many techniques are developed to enhance the HAS [18] and reduce the problem of power dissipation, noise reduction, delay, matching error, and better performance in the communication device of HAS [19]. Thus the developed existing techniques are reconfigurable HA [21], digital HAS [22], less complexity technique [23], and analog correlator [25] but still having the issues of HAS. So in this paper proposed a new framework for optimizing the performance of HAS [20].

The structure of this paper is summarized below: The related work of this research is summarized in Section 1. The system model and the problem statement are explained in Section 2. The proposed method is elaborated in Section 3. Consequently, the result and discussion, along with the comparative analysis, are described in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Related works

Tomson Devis and Manju Manuel [21] have proposed a new reconfigurable HA to reduce the complexity by auto adapting ability. It will be suitable for various kinds of hearing disabilities assortment as of mild to serve up intensities. Also introduced audio spectrum with three areas and the three areas contain four schemes. Moreover, automatic selection of optimum techniques is developed on the hearing threshold. Thus, the developed technique is implemented in the hardware platform it will avoid manual interventions and reduce the time for matching audiograms but contain large noise during A/D convention.

The filter bank has been placed a major role in designing digital HAS, and the suitable structure of the HAS is developed. Mahesh and Shahana [22] have developed a finite impulse response filter-based smooth transition characteristics technique and minimum phase filter technique to reduce the filter coefficient. It will exhibit less pass band delay by the same magnitude response. Also, the developed technique reduces the hardware complexity, but it has required more time to convert audiograms.

Devis and Manuel [23] have introduced less complexity to decompose the sub-band of the audio signal to HA. The main aim of the developed technique is to design an audibility restoration application. In this technique, three capable filter banks are introduced. The fractional interpolation method is used to generate more quantities of sub bands through narrow bandwidth. Thus the filter bank is used for hearing injury of patients. Hence it has been a loss of high power dissipation.

The low complexity of interpolated restricted impulse response depends on 18 bands for HA is introduced Deepu et al. [24]. Thus, the developed technique attains the maximum available margin at the filter specification and is utilized in all lower and upper band bandwidths. The main aim of the developed method is to reduce the order of the filter and reduce computation time. The filter specification has been attained more matching errors and high preprocessing time because of the large bandwidth.

Hyusim Park et al. [25] have proposed an analog correlator of the front end by the control circuit of HAS. Thus the developed analog front end contains a compressed analog correlator multiplier, variable gain amplifier, and integrator. Moreover, analog correlator gain low referred input noise, and the implemented gain control is used to gain amplifier. The developed technique attains a wide dynamic range and low noise while comparing other techniques; also, the performance of HAS is enhanced but has high complexity.

The key steps of the approach are discussed below:

- Initially, design and developed TFVBF to the HAS.
- Hereafter, original speech audio signal (analog signal) is trained to the system.
- Moreover, the developed technique is implemented in MATLAB environment.
- Consequently, the filter parameter was developed to enhance hearing aid performance in terms of delay, matching.
error, complexity, power dissipation, and so on.

- Finally, gained performance metrics of the developed replica is compared with another existing method in respect of complexity, delay, matching error and power consumption.

3. System model and problem statement

Generally, the microphone converts the sound into an analog electrical signal, and the signal is sent to the anti-aliasing filter. Thus the anti-aliasing filter removes the unclear frequencies, and the sampled signal permits electrical signal into Analog to Digital (A/D) converter. Thus, the converted A/D signals are transferred to the digital signal processing containing a microprocessor to operate the digital signal. The next Digital to Analog (D/A) signal converts the digital signal into an analog signal. Then the signal is sent to the anti-imaging filter to smooth the signal and obtains natural sound. The receiver converts the signal into a hearing aid, but the generated sound contains a high error, delay, and power dissipation. Moreover, the system model and problem definition have illustrated in Fig. 2.

The main problem of HAS is high frequency, sound louder, minimize matching error, low complexity, high noise rate, and grabbed speech. For overcoming these issues, several techniques are developed but still having the problems of noise, improper communication, delay, complexity, and power dissipation. So a novel TFVBF is developed for reducing unwanted noise, delay, the error also attain low complexity. The main aim of the HA is to improve speech by understanding certain individuals of hearing impair patients.

4. Proposed methodology

Nowadays, digital HA is mainly useful for hearing damage, but the main issues of the HAS are error, unwanted noise, delay, and high complexity. Many existing methods are developed to enhance the HAS but have the issue of matching error, noise, delay, power dissipation, and high complexity. So, this paper proposed a new design of a TFVBF to enhance HAS's performance and remove unwanted noise, delay, power dissipation, and errors present in the audio signal. Finally, the performance metrics of the developed replica is compared work other existing technique for checking the efficiency of the proposed technique. The process of the proposed TFVBF technique has illustrated in Fig. 3.

Initially, the audio signals are tuned to the TFVBT, and the tuned analog signals are converted into digital signals. Next, using the developed TFVBF removes all unwanted noise, delay, power dissipation, and matching errors presented in the signal. Moreover, cleaned digital signals are converted into analog signals using the amplifier and filter parameter. Finally, the filtered signal is sent to the hearing aid system. Developed replica enhances HAS's performance and reduces delay, error, power dissipation, and unwanted noise.

4.1 Design of Tuned Feed forward Variable Bandwidth Filter (TFVBF)

The developed TFVBF technique is designed to optimize HAS, and the proposed filter bank is proposed to reduce noise, delay, matching error, and complexity. Thus the developed technique matches the wide range of audiograms, and the advantage of
TFVBF is mass production. In this technique, a large set of bandwidths is used to fit the audiograms selected from the hearing loss pattern. Moreover, bands produced the developed TFVBF to attain essential frequency through frequency shifts. Furthermore, the selection of frequency and gains are used for minimizing the delay, power dissipation, and matching error. The resultant matching curve follows the shape of every audiogram, and the matching error is the difference between audiograms and the matching curve. The design of the developed TFVBF has illustrated in fig. 4. For improving the performance of hearing aid tuned feed forward filter is introduced. The process of TFVBF will reduce and control the errors, delay, power dissipation, unwanted noise and complexity.

The determination of designed tuned filter parameter is denoted as $k_f = a - b$, where, $k_f$ is denoted as the designed feed filter and $a$ and $b$ are considered as an audio signal.

Moreover, the reduced rate error and delay in the signal processing is calculated using Eq. (1),

$$E_a = \frac{(p_{a-1}-Q_a p_a c_{a,a-1})S_{a-1}}{1+Y_a Q_a p_a}$$  

(1)

Let, $E_a$ is the transfer function of error presented in the audio signal and $P_a$ is denotes as phase response. Also $Q_a$ is considered as closer priority of the filter. Moreover, $Y_a$ is denoted as the order of phase response and $S_a$ is expressed as a sub-band filter. Thus the removal of error has been obtained using Eq. (2),

$$C_{a,a-1} = \frac{p_{a-1}}{Q_ap_a}$$  

(2)

Let, $C_{a,a-1}$ is represented the removal of error. By using Eq. (2) easily removing the unwanted noise, delay, and error present in that signal and the substitution obtained value is $E_a = 0$. While the transfer function of the error is $k_f > 1$ means it will control the errors in a signal using Eqs. (3) and (4),

$$E_a = \frac{(p_{a-1}-Q_a p_a c_{a,a-1})S_{a-1}}{1+Y_a Q_a p_a}$$  

(3)

$$U_a = \frac{(c_{a,a-1}+Y_a p_a S_{a-1})S_{a-1}^{-2}}{1+Y_a Q_a p_a}$$  

(4)

Where, $U_a$ is denoted as the control ratio of errors. The substitution of Eqs. (3) and (4) obtain Eq. (5). In combination, they remove the unwanted noise, errors present in the tuned audio signal.

$$\frac{E_a}{U_a-k_f} = -\sum_{b=a-k_f}^{b=a-k_f+1} H_{a,b}^1$$  

(5)

Let, $B_i^{+1}$ represented as fractional delay and $X_{a,b}$ is the polynomial function of error rate. Moreover, $H_{a,b}$ is expressed as a generalized function of sub filter. Consequently, the frequency response of TFVBF is determined using Eq. (6),

$$C_{a,b} = \frac{1+Y_a Q_a p_a}{Q_a p_a} \times X_{a,b} \quad b \neq a - 1$$  

(6)

$C_{a,b}$ is denoted as the frequency response of TFVBT; it will filter the analog signal into a digital signal. Based on the input audio signal, it will change the velocity of a digital signal. And the frequency response of input and output signal is given as Eq. (7),

$$C_{f,a,b} = \frac{a(n)}{b(n)}$$  

(7)

Where, $C_{f,a,b}$ is denoted as the frequency response of input and output signal measurement and $a(n)$ is called as input audio signal also $b(n)$ is represented as output audio signal. Moreover, the sub-filter bandwidth of TFVBF is calculated using Eq. (8),

$$V_{a-1} = \frac{S_a}{S_a^{-1}} = \frac{1}{Q_a p_a} \left( p_{a-1} + \sum_{b=a-k_d}^{b=a-k_d} H_{a,b} \frac{1}{\sum_{a-k_f}^{b+1} b_{k_f}^1} \right)$$  

(8)

Where, $V_{a-1}$ is denoted as a sub-filter bandwidth of TFVBF and designed TFVBF is carrying the same or various order based on the requirements. Thus the various sub-filters can minimize the complexity and high frequency. Moreover, the

reduction of complexity is gained through multiplier replacing. Thus the replacements have happened with the help of shifter and adders. The replacement of multiplier is attained using Eq. (9).

\[
C_{a,a-k_d} = \frac{1 + Y_a Q_a P_a}{Q_a P_a} \prod_{i=1}^{n} \left( B_{i,i}^{a-k_d} \right)_{i+1}
\]  

(9)

Let, \(C_{a,a-k_d}\) is represented as the design of sub filters and \(B_{i,i}^{a-k_d}\) is denoted as the replacement of multiplier. Additionally, the workflow of TFVBF is detailed in algorithm 1.

Finally, the estimation of filter parameter is determined using Eq. (10).

\[
\begin{align*}
\left\{ \left| V_{a-1}^a \right|_\infty \leq 1 \right\} & \text{ for } \theta = [0, 1] \\
\left\{ A_i^{a,a-k_d} > 0 \right\} & \text{ for } i = (1, 2, \ldots, 3 + k_d)
\end{align*}
\]

(10)

The estimated parameter is developed in the bandwidth filter bank, such as error, complexity, delay, power dissipation, unwanted noise, and matching error. Finally, the output is successfully updated in HAS with no error and unwanted noise. Moreover, developed TFVBF improve the performance of hearing aid and reduce the complexity.

Also, it will remove unwanted noise, errors present in the input audio signal. This proposed technique is mostly useful for hearing loss patients. Thus the workflow of the developed TFVBF has detailed in Fig. 5.

---

**Algorithm 1 Proposed TFVBF**

Start

// Design and developed TFVBF

// design filter bank structure

Initialize filter parameters \(a\) and \(b\) to proposed TFVBF

\(k_f = a - b\)

// \(a\) and \(b\) are the input audio signals

\(k_f\)-designed feed filter

Converted into a digital signal

Remove and control the error rate

// it will filter unwanted noise, error, and matching error

---

\[
\frac{E_a}{U_a - k_f} = -\sum_{b=a-k_f}^{a-2} X_{a,b} \frac{1}{H_{a,b}} \prod_{i=a-k_f+1}^{a-1} B_{i,i}^{b+1}
\]

/\(X_{a,b}\) - polynomial function of error rate

\(H_{a,b}\)-generalized function of sub-filter

\(E_a \neq 0\)

Control and reduce errors

If \(k_f > 1\)


Else \(E_a = 0\)

No error

Update to transfer sub-filter

// it will change the velocity depends on the input audio signal

Transfer function of filter bandwidth of developed TFVBF is calculated

\[
V_{a-1}^a = \frac{S_a}{S_{a-1}} = \frac{1}{Q_a P_a} \left( P_{a-1} + \sum_{b=a-k_f}^{a-2} X_{a,b} \frac{1}{H_{a,b}} \prod_{i=a-k_f+1}^{a-1} B_{i,i}^{b+1} \right)
\]

Replacement of multiplier

// for reducing complexity, replace multipliers using adder and shifter

Estimated filter parameter

Optimize HAS

// reducing error, delay, complexity, and matching error

End
5. Results and discussion

Generally, a novel variable bandwidth filter is designed and developed for optimizing the performance of HAS. Moreover, the developed TFVBF technique is implemented in MATLAB platform. The performance metrics of the developed technique is compared with other existing replicas in terms of frequency response, matching error, delay, power consumption, and complexity.

5.1 Case study

Generally, hearing loss affects human life, work, relationships, emotionally, and physically it is a significant health problem of human life. So in this research, the TFVBF technique is developed to optimize hearing aid to enhance hearing ability and remove unwanted noise and reduce complexity. Thus the proposed filter bank is used to remove the errors, noise and reduce complexity. Moreover, the hearing losses are denoted as moderate, severe, normal, and mild. Initially, trained input audio signals are given to the developed replica, and the input audio signal is converted into a digital signal with the help of a designed filter. Thus the digital signal transfers into the Digital Signal Processing (DSP). This section will reduce the unwanted noise, delay, error, matching error, and power dissipation presented in the audio signal. Furthermore, it will minimize the complexity based on the replacement of the multiplier. The developed TFVBF process has illustrated in Fig. 6.

Let us consider 20 bands of filters are designed for enhancing the performance of TFVBF from unwanted noise, delay, error, complexity, and matching error. In the filtering process, it will remove the errors, noise, and less complexity. Moreover, developed replica gain more efficiency in HAS and less power consumption. Additionally, developed TFVBF replica is operated various bands for separating audiogram matching. Thus the developed TFVBF attain a low rate in power consumption, error, unwanted noise, matching error,
and complexity. As a result, the designed TFVBF technique achieved better performance in HAS.

The designed filter used slide is 4 to 22, and the adder range is 347. Also, the width of the transition band is 955.25, and the maximum pass band and stop band ripple are 0.0806 and -48.05. Additionally, the total band power is 0.555, and the specification of the designed filter is detailed in the Table 1.

5.2 Performance metrics

The performance of the proposed TFVBF has been examined with obtained parameter validation, and the achieved performance metrics are compared with other existing techniques in terms of frequency response, matching error, complexity, delay, and power consumption. Moreover, the developed technique is implemented in MATLAB, and the performance metrics are compared with some existing replicas that are Narrow Transition Band (NTB) [26], Restoration Audibility in HA (RAHA) [23], Least Square Dynamic Filter (LSDF) [27], Continuous VBF (CVBF) [28] and Interpolated Finite Impulse response (IFIR) [24].

5.2.1. Complexity

The number of required resources for running MATLAB will also change the input size, and the complexity is denoted as $f(n)$. Where $n$ is the input size and $f(n)$ are represented as the worst case of complexity which is the maximum amount of the needed resource of every input size. Thus the complexity is calculated by the multiple numbers of times for executed program repeated in a loop. Moreover, the comparison of complexity is detailed in Table 2.

Generally, the achieved complexity of developed TFVBF is compared with other existing replicas such as NTB, OIP, LSDF, and RAHA. The existing technique of RAHA and NTB achieved 30% for using multiplier as 0.2, and OIP replica achieved 40% complexity. Furthermore, the LSDF technique earned 50%, but the developed TFVBF replica gained a low level in complexity.

Thus the proposed TFVBF technique has achieved a complexity rated is 25% it is low while comparing another replica. Additionally, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num of slide lobes</th>
<th>Width of transition band (rad/π)</th>
<th>Max pass band ripple (dB)</th>
<th>Max stop band attenuation (dB)</th>
<th>Total out of band power (dB)</th>
<th>Num of adder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>955.25</td>
<td>0.0806</td>
<td>-48.05</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>0.0806</td>
<td>-48.03</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>0.0802</td>
<td>-47.89</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1156.3</td>
<td>0.0774</td>
<td>-47.76</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1190.03</td>
<td>0.0729</td>
<td>-36.70</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1250.23</td>
<td>0.0719</td>
<td>-62.54</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1312.4</td>
<td>0.0699</td>
<td>-61.01</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>0.0687</td>
<td>-555.67</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6 Process of TFVBF technique](image)

![Table 1 Specification of designed filter](image)

![Table 2 Comparison of complexity](image)

![Figure 7 Complexity comparison](image)
complexity comparison with existing technique has elaborated in Fig. 7.

5.2.2. Delay

The calculation of delay is the most wanted parameter in the filter bank of HAS. Thus the performance of the delay values is identified based on low and high values. Moreover, the delay is the ratio of several multipliers in a single band through the number of sub-filters in the band, and the measurement of delay is obtained using Eq. (11).

\[
Delay = \frac{A}{S} \quad (11)
\]

\(A\) is denoted as amount of single multiplier and \(S\) is represented as amount of sub filters in the band. Moreover, the comparison of delay rate is detailed in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount of bands</th>
<th>Delay (ms)</th>
<th>SFB</th>
<th>OIP</th>
<th>CVBF</th>
<th>IFIR</th>
<th>TFVBF [Proposed]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>18.61</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure. 8 delay comparison

In better performance, the delay rate is low. Initially, the uniform filter bank contains less delay while comparing non-uniform filter banks. Subsequently, the high delay affects the capability of lip reading of hearing damage patients, and the delay rate comparison with the existing technique has elaborated in Fig. 8.

The proposed TFVBF replica attained a delay rate is 7% of 50 bands, and the existing replica of SFB and OIP achieved 43ms and 21.6ms in delay. Furthermore, the IFIR replica earned 9.75ms in delay rate, and the CVBF attained 39ms in delay for 50 bands. Compare to another existing replica, the proposed TFVBF technique attained a low rate of delay.

5.2.3. Matching error

Initially, matching error is the difference among measurement of audiograms and matching curves of hearing damage patients. Thus the computation of the matching error is useful for identifying the capability of developed filter bank structure, and the comparison of matching error has illustrated in Fig. 9.

Generally, the achieved matching error of developed TFVBF is compared with another existing replica such as SFB, RAHA, LSDF, and CVBF. The existing technique of RAHA achieved 4.23dB in 10 bands, and the SFB replica gained 2.09dB of matching error for using ten bands, and the LSDF replica achieved a 1.24dB rate in matching error. Furthermore, the CVBF technique earned 1.40dB for ten bands, but the developed TFVBF replica gained a low matching error rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount of bands</th>
<th>Matching error (dB)</th>
<th>SFB</th>
<th>RAHA</th>
<th>LSDF</th>
<th>CVBF</th>
<th>TFVBF [Proposed]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure. 9 Matching error comparison
Additionally, the matching error comparison had described in Table 4. Thus the proposed TFVBF technique achieved a matching error rate is as 0.3dB for using ten bands. While comparing other replicas, the developed TFVBF technique gained a low rate of matching error. As a result, enhance the performance of hearing aid.

5.2.4. Power consumption

Power consumption \((p)\) is the ratio of energy and time consumed to filter the issues such as unwanted noise, errors, and matching errors. The consumption of power can be done in voltage. The mathematical representation of power consumption is measured using Eq. (12).

\[
P = \frac{E}{t} \tag{12}
\]

\(E\) is represented as the energy consumption of the developed TFVBF technique for filtering the signal, and \(t\) is expressed as the time taken for filtering the input audio signal. Moreover, the comparison of power consumption has been illustrated in Fig. 10.

The proposed TFVBF replica attained a delay rate is 7% of 50 bands, and the existing replica of SFB and OIP achieved 43ms and 21.6ms in delay. Furthermore, the IFIR replica earned 9.75ms in delay rate, and the CVBF attained 39ms in wait for 50 bands. Compared to other existing models, proposed TFVBF technique achieved a low rate of delay. Moreover, the comparison of power consumption with existing replica has been illustrated in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount of bands</th>
<th>NTB</th>
<th>OIP</th>
<th>RAHA</th>
<th>LSDF</th>
<th>TFVBF [Proposed]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance metrics of the developed TFVBF technique achieve better performance for optimizing the hearing aid system, and it will reduce the error, unwanted noise, matching error, and complexity. Thus the developed TFVBF method is most helpful for hearing loss patients.

5.3 Discussion

In the overall assessment, the proposed TFVBF has achieved good performance in matching error and power consumption. The complexity and delay rate are less compared to other existing techniques. Also, it will remove the unwanted noise and generate an accurate audio signal. Thus the developed replica enhances the performance of the hearing aid system. It will help hearing loss patients for communication.

6. Conclusions

The most challenging task of hearing loss is reducing risk in the hearing aid system, and hearing aid issues are error, delay, complexity, power dissipation, and high frequency. This paper developed and designed a novel TFVBF technique for enhancing hearing aid performance and reducing risk obtained in hearing aid. Thus the designed filter parameter is reducing the delay, matching error, power dissipation, and complexity. In this technique, several sub filters are used to optimize HAS, and the replacement of multiplier reduces the complexity. The main aim of the developed technique is to minimize the risk, and proper communication to the hearing impair patients. Moreover, validate the performance metrics of the developed technique with other methods to identify the proposed framework’s efficiency. Additionally, the developed TFVBF method attained a low matching error of 0.3 dB for ten bands, and power consumption gained 10%. As well proposed technique achieved 25% of complexity it is low compared to another existing replica. In the future, a hybrid variable bandwidth filter have developed for attaining better outcomes such as matching error, power consumption, noise.
reduction in HAS. Also, it will enhance the performance of HA.
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